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Cultivating successful personal and professional relationships requires the ability to accurately infer the
feelings of others—that is, to be empathically accurate. Some are better at this than others, a difference
which may be explained in part by mode of thought. Specifically, empathically accurate people may tend
to rely more on intuitive rather than systematic thought when perceiving others. Or it may be the reverse:
systematic thought may increase empathic accuracy. To determine which view is supported by the
evidence, we conducted 4 studies examining relations between mode of thought (intuitive vs. systematic)
and empathic accuracy. Study 1 revealed a lay belief that empathic accuracy arises from intuitive modes
of thought. Studies 2 through 4, each using executive-level professionals as participants, demonstrated
that, contrary to lay beliefs, people who tend to rely on intuitive thinking also tend to exhibit lower
empathic accuracy. This pattern held when participants inferred others’ emotional states based on (a)
in-person face-to-face interactions with partners (Study 2) as well as on (b) pictures with limited facial
cues (Study 3). Study 4 confirmed that the relationship is causal: experimentally inducing systematic (as
opposed to intuitive) thought led to improved empathic accuracy. In sum, evidence regarding personal
and social processes in these 4 samples of working professionals converges on the conclusion that,
contrary to lay beliefs, empathic accuracy arises more from systematic thought than from gut intuition.
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As Charles Darwin (1872) observed, the ability to recognize
“the expression of emotion in man and animals” plays a profound
role in all societies, including nonhuman primate societies. In
human life, examples abound in every sphere of activity. Partners
in close relationship must discern whether or not a comment or
facial expression is intended to be critical, negotiators need to
gauge the likelihood of reaching an agreement, law enforcement
officers must accurately infer the motivations behind a stranger’s
actions, and peacekeepers around the globe must put themselves
“in the shoes” of those they are trying to help.

Empathic Accuracy

Long after Darwin’s time, empirical studies have confirmed that
the human ability to discern the internal affective experiences of
others, also known as empathic accuracy1 (Ickes et al., 1990;
Levenson & Ruef, 1992), assists in a host of adaptive processes,
such as conflict resolution (Papp, Kouros & Cummings, 2010),
relationship outcomes (Gleason, Jensen-Campbell & Ickes, 2009;
Haugen, Welsh, & McNulty, 2008; Kilpatrick et al., 2002; Lorimer
& Jowett, 2009; Verhofstadt, Buysse, Ickes, Davis, & Devoldre,
2008), accommodative behavior (Kilpatrick, Bissonnette, & Rus-
bult, 2002), psychological adjustment (Simpson et al., 2011), com-
munication accuracy (e.g., Mehrabian & Reed, 1968), work satis-
faction (Byron, 2007), workplace performance (Elfenbein &
Ambady, 2002), and negotiation (Fisher & Shapiro, 2005).

A growing body of research elucidates how targets and
contexts can increase empathic accuracy. Relevant target fea-
tures include: target familiarity (Marangoni, Garcia, Ickes, &
Teng, 1995; Thomas et al., 1997) and attractiveness (Ickes, Stin-
son, Bisonnette, & Garcia, 1990). Relevant contextual features
include: motivational incentives (Hall et al., 2009; Klein &

1 The term empathic accuracy has sometimes been used to describe
inferences made about the feelings and thoughts of others (Ickes et al.,
1990). In the present article, we use the term to mean only inferences about
the feelings of others.
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Hodges, 2001; Ma-Kellams & Blascovich, 2012) and relationship
status (Ma-Kellams & Blascovich, 2013). Taken together, such
effects can be explained by a motivational theory of empathy
(Zaki, 2014), which suggests that some empathic processes are
automatic (e.g., vicarious experiences, experience sharing, mim-
icry, emotional contagion) whereas others are activated only in
contexts that motivate deliberate effort (e.g., empathic responses to
outgroup members, or in contexts where the individual has a high
level of expertise).

A smaller body of research, meanwhile, has begun to elucidate
the characteristics of perceivers, identifying ways in which accu-
rate perceivers differ from their less accurate counterparts. The
most frequently identified characteristics of accurate perceivers are
female gender (Klein & Hodges, 2001; Stinson & Ickes, 1992) and
the absence of an Autism Spectrum Disorder (Hodges, Lewis &
Ickes, 2015).

Perceiver’s Mode of Thought and Empathic Accuracy

As a complement to the predictors described above, it is useful
to ask whether mode of thought—either springing from individual
differences or situationally primed processes—predicts empathic
accuracy. Are empathically accurate people more likely to rely on
intuitive (see, e.g., Gigerenzer, 2007; Klein, 2003; Myers, 2002)
versus systematic thought when perceiving others? Or does the
reverse hold true: systematic thought (see, e.g., Frederick, 2005)
increases accuracy? To date, little is known about how intuitive
versus systematic mode of thought relates to the special kind of
accuracy involved in perceiving another’s feelings.2 It may be that
in the unique domain of emotion, survival needs have evolution-
arily primed humans to be wired to read others’ feelings quickly,
automatically, and accurately (Öhman, 2000; Keltner, Oatley &
Jenkins, 2013; “Is this person about to hit me or embrace me?”).
Tracy and Robins (2008) found, for example, that not only can
most people quickly recognize basic emotions associated with
static facial expressions, but also that thinking more carefully does
not significantly improve accuracy, except in certain cases. Con-
sistent with this speculation, we review literature on ways in which
intuitive mode of thought (as opposed to systematic) may affect
empathic accuracy in complex social interactions.

Does Intuitive Thinking Improve Empathic Accuracy?

Although we find no research directly addressing the link be-
tween intuition and empathic accuracy, adjacent lines of theory can
be informative. First, a number of early theories of empathy have
highlighted empathy’s intuitive and automatic nature. Adam
Smith, in his Theory of Moral Sentiments (1790/2002), noted the
natural and reflexive nature of our ability to know and feel the
experiences of another person. Other philosophers, such as Vischer
(1993) and Lipps (1903), along with psychologists such as
Tichener (1909) and McDougall (1908/2003), similarly endorsed
this view of empathic processes as automatic and unconscious.
More recently, a growing number of studies from across psycho-
logical subdisciplines have found that individuals tend to automat-
ically and involuntarily share in others’ experiences (for a review,
see Zaki, 2014). For example, infants instinctively mimic their
mothers’ emotional expressions (Haviland & Lelwica, 1987), and
adults also tend to mimic others’ facial movements (Chartrand &

van Baaren, 2009; Hess & Blairy, 2001; Lundqvist, 1995; Nie-
denthal, Brauer, Halberstadt, & Innes-Ker, 2001).

At a broad level, theorists have proposed that the very existence
of intuitive thinking is a form of “ancient biological wisdom”
(Myers, 2002, p. 33) that has evolved to allow people to draw on
prior experience and learning, including pattern recognition—that
is, matching relevant external cues to commonly occurring con-
figurations (Agor, 1989; Harper, 1989; Klein, 1998; for a more
recent review, see Hodgkinson, Langan-Fox, & Sadler-Smith,
2008). Consistent with these ideas, neuroimaging research has
found that intuitive thinking is the byproduct of implicit learning
processes, leading such social neuroscientists as Lieberman (2000)
to conclude that there are conditions under which intuition can lead
to better outcomes than deliberative thinking.

Matching Mode of Thought to Type of Judgment

Along similar lines, Kruglanski and Gigerenzer (2011) contend
that intuition can be as accurate as deliberate thinking in certain
kinds of judgments. Their theory holds that, because both intuitive
and deliberative approaches are premised on common cognitive
strategies, which type of thinking is more accurate in a given
situation depends on whether the underlying strategy matches the
demands of the context. Kruglanski and Gigerenzer (2011) argue
that both intuitive and deliberative thinking are rule-based (and can
rely on the same rules); thus, one type of thinking is not more or
less accurate than the other, but rather, accuracy depends on the
match between the rule and the context. Related articles by Gig-
erenzer and colleagues have also explicitly argued that intuition is
a highly adaptive decision-making tool (for reviews, see Gigeren-
zer, 2007; Gigerenzer & Gaissmaier, 2011; Goldstein & Gigeren-
zer, 2002).

A larger body of empirical research has provided compelling
evidence that “thinking too much” can reduce the quality of
judgments and decisions. One prime example is the finding that
verbalizing what is “nonverbalizable” can hinder the psychological
process at hand (Fallshore & Schooler, 1995; Nisbett & Wilson,
1977; Schooler & Engstler-Schooler, 1990; Schooler, Ohlsson, &
Brooks, 1993; Wilson & Schooler, 1991). For example, individu-
als who were asked to focus and report on the details of faces
exhibited poorer recognition of the faces (Diamond & Carey,
1986; Fallshore & Schooler, 1995; Schooler, Ryan & Reder,
2014). Overall, research suggests that (a) verbalization is a form of
controlled, detailed, systematic processing, and (b) such process-
ing leads to the de-emphasis of visual and configural cues about
the relationship among different features. Given that most emo-
tions are complex phenomena that rely heavily on nonverbal cues
and cannot be captured by focusing on isolated cues, controlled,
detailed processing may interfere with the ability to successfully
process emotional information (Fallshore & Schooler, 1995).

Moreover, related phenomenon like the “deliberation-without-
attention” finding is similarly premised on the idea that systematic,
deliberative thought is not always advantageous (Dijksterhuis,

2 Following convention in the literature (Chaiken & Trope, 1999) on
dual process theories in social psychology, intuitive processes encompass
cognitions that are heuristic, associative, holistic, or experience-based,
whereas reflective processes encompass cognitions that are systematic,
controlled, analytic, or rule-based.
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Bos, Nordgren & van Baaren, 2006). According to this paradigm,
thinking effortfully about complex choices leads to worse, rather
than better, outcomes (Dijksterhuis et al., 2006).

Thus, although it may be tempting for scholars (and others who
like to think systematically) to assume that systematic thought
processes are inherently superior—that is, more likely to produce
empathically accurate judgments—empirical connections between
systematic thought and judgment accuracy reveals a far more
nuanced reality.3

Does Systematic Thinking Improve
Empathic Accuracy?

In contrast to the foregoing theories and evidence, it can be
argued that systematic thinking may actually promote greater
empathic accuracy than can intuitive thinking. For example, at the
heart of such well-supported person perception theories as Fiske
and Neuberg’s continuum model of impression formation (1990) is
the assumption that complex, individuated processing—which re-
quires effortful, careful thinking—generates more accurate im-
pressions than do spontaneous, category-based inferences. While
Fiske and Neuberg contend that quick, categorical impressions
may be useful under certain conditions, they find that these im-
pressions are likely to trigger less-than-optimal impressions of
others. Other evidence that systematic thought is associated with
greater empathic accuracy derives from research on perspective-
taking (e.g., the notion that mental state reasoning starts with
intuitive responses but should involve effortful correction process-
es—for review, see Epley & Waytz, 2010).

These findings are consistent with the idea that empathic accu-
racy may be difficult to achieve precisely because it requires
systematic thought from otherwise busy perceivers experiencing
cognitive capacity constraints. Consistent with this view, individ-
uals often fail to understand the experiences of perceived out-
group members (e.g., Avenanti, Sirigu, & Aglioti, 2010; Cikara &
Van Bavel, 2014; Gutsell & Inzlicht, 2010; Harris & Fiske, 2006,
2007; Hein, Silani, Preuschoff, Batson, & Singer, 2010; Leyens et
al., 2000; Ma-Kellams & Blascovich, 2012; Xu, Zuo, Wang, &
Han, 2009), and experts often fail to show empathy toward those
they work with (e.g., health professionals toward patients, Cheng
et al., 2007; Decety, Yang, & Cheng, 2010; Marquié et al., 2003;
Sloman, Rosen, Rom, & Shir, 2005).

The Present Project

In sum, the evidence is mixed on whether systematic thinking or
intuition improves empathic accuracy. Attempting to clarify this
issue, we test the link between empathic accuracy and mode of
thought across four studies. In Study 1, we examine individuals’
lay theories about the nature of empathic accuracy and the extent
to which lay people assume that mind-reading is an intuitive or a
systematic process requiring cognitive reflection. In Study 2, we
test the relationship between individual differences in mode of
thought and empathic accuracy using a measure involving an
in-person dyadic interaction between professional peers (Kraus,
Côté & Keltner, 2010; Ma-Kellams & Blascovich, 2012, 2013). In
Study 3, we test the same phenomena using a different measure of
empathic accuracy: the Reading the Mind in the Eyes Test
(RMET), which requires individuals to discern the emotions ex-

pressed in the eye region of faces displayed in a series of static
photographs (Baron-Cohen et al., 2001).4 In Study 4, we test the
causal relationship between intuitive thinking and empathic accu-
racy by experimentally inducing a mindset favoring intuition ver-
sus systematic thinking.

Study 1

We first sought to assess whether lay people believe that mode
of thought influences empathic accuracy. The idea that intuition is
a superior mode of thought for achieving empathic accuracy may
have inherent appeal. Indeed, praise for intuitive processing can be
found in a wide range of popular books, some from serious
scholars (see Klein, 2003; Myers, 2002; Gigerenzer, 2007), others
from professionals and practitioners. The presumed advantages of
intuition for empathic accuracy is also endorsed in several national
security contexts, as evidenced by the U.S. Navy’s $3.85 million
dollar program of research on intuitive thinking processes (Chan-
ning, 2012).

To address this question, we conducted a study measuring
people’s beliefs about the role of intuition versus systematic think-
ing in promoting empathic accuracy.

Method

Participants. 314 participants (Mage � 34.40, SD � 11.13;
46% male) were recruited via Amazon Mechanical Turk (Mturk),
an online crowdsourcing platform. Sample size was predetermined
based on the predicted effect sizes and the between-subjects format
of the design.

Procedure. In a one-factor, three-level design, participants
were asked to decide how to optimally coach employees for a
particular job. Each participant received one of three possible
descriptions. In one, the job goal emphasized empathic accuracy;
in another it de-emphasized empathic accuracy; and in a third
(control) condition no goal was given. At first, considerations of
parsimony might suggest a smaller design. However, if we ran
only the EA job condition and found that people preferred intuitive
over systematic approaches, the result would not allow us to rule
out an alternative explanation: that people generally preferred
intuition across contexts, regardless of whether empathic accuracy
was the goal.

The rationale for adding a decreased-empathic-accuracy condi-
tion is that it allowed us to test not only whether respondents
perceived an association between intuition and empathic accuracy,

3 For more discussion about the potential pitfalls of effortful thought, see
Tetlock, Lerner, & Boettger, 1996 and Lerner & Tetlock, 1999. These
findings are consistent with an adjacent body of literature demonstrating
that accurate social-judgment processes can in fact rely on automatic
processes (for a review, see Bodenhausen & Todd, 2010). For example, the
“thin slices” literature has demonstrated that individuals can make highly
accurate, instantaneous evaluations of others’ professional competence
based on limited cues (for a review, see Ambady & Skowronski, 2008),
including facial cues (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; van’t Wout & Sanfey,
2008; Zebrowitz & McDonald, 1991).

4 The RMET task is best understood as a test of one’s ability to infer
consensual labels for expressed emotions rather than as a test of ability to
infer emotions per se, because the correct responses are determined based
on modal responses of perceivers rather than on anatomical features of the
face displayed.
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but also whether respondents perceived an association between
systematic thought (the opposite of intuition) and lack of empathic
accuracy.

In the empathic accuracy (EA) job condition, participants were
instructed that the goal was to help employees to accurately infer
the feelings of others (the text read: “Please imagine that the
company where you work has hired a new employee. Your job is
to help that employee to become better at inferring the feelings of
other people.”). Participants were then asked to choose between
two options for coaching. One option read: “Tell employees to
think in an intuitive and instinctive way.” The other read: “Tell
employees to think in an analytical and systematic way.” In the
non-EA job condition, participants were told that the goal was to
hinder employees’ ability to infer others’ feelings, whereas those
in the control condition were simply asked to choose the guideline
they would prefer to give when they are helping an employee.

Results

Separate chi-square tests were conducted for each condition to
test whether the preference for intuitive versus systematic ap-
proaches deviated from chance (i.e., 50/50). Results revealed a
strong, systematic deviation. In the EA job condition (n � 100), 74
participants chose the intuitive approach and 26 chose the system-
atic approach; this deviation from the expected values of 50/50
was significant, �2 � 23.04, df � 1, p � .001. Thus, a significant
association emerged between choosing the intuitive approach and
a job demanding empathic accuracy. Results also revealed a sig-
nificant association between choosing systematic thought and a job
that demanded the absence of empathy. In the non EA-condition
(n � 106), 22 participants chose the intuitive approach and 84
chose the systematic approach; this deviation from the expected
values of 53/53 was also significant, �2 � 36.26, df � 1, p � .001.
Importantly, in the control condition (n � 108), the breakdown for
intuitive versus systematic mode of thought was 46 and 62, re-
spectively; this deviation from the expected values of 54/54 was
not significant, �2 � 2.37, df � 1, p � .12. In other words, without
a specific goal regarding empathy, respondents were equally likely
to choose the intuitive versus the systematic approach. Across all
the test conditions, the data reveal that assigning a goal of em-
pathic accuracy activates preferences for intuitive modes of
thought, whereas assigning a goal of de-emphasizing empathic
accuracy activates preferences for analytic modes of thought.

To check for robustness, we also compared each of the exper-
imental conditions (i.e., EA job and non-EA job) with the control
condition in separate binary logistic regressions. A binary logistic
regression comparing responses in the EA job condition versus
control condition revealed that condition had a significant effect on
the forced-choice outcome of selecting intuitive versus systematic
thinking. The Wald criterion demonstrated that condition made a
significant contribution to prediction, B � .67, SE � .15, p � .001.
An Exp(B) odds ratio of 1.96 indicates that moving from the EA
job to the control condition was associated with a significantly
increased likelihood of choosing systematic thinking (and con-
versely, moving from the control condition to the EA job was
associated with an increased likelihood of choosing intuitive think-
ing).5

A separate binary logistic regression comparing responses in the
non-EA job condition versus control condition found a significant

effect of condition on the forced-choice outcome of selecting
intuitive versus systematic thinking. The Wald criterion demon-
strated that condition was strongly associated with prediction,
B � �1.04, SE � .31, p � .001. An Exp(B) of 0.35 indicates that
moving from the non-EA job to the control condition was associ-
ated with a decreased likelihood of choosing systematic thinking
(and conversely, moving from the control condition to the non-EA
job was associated with an increased likelihood of choosing sys-
tematic thinking).

Discussion

This study provides causal evidence that lay individuals asso-
ciate empathic accuracy with intuitive modes of thought. It also
provides evidence that lay individuals associate the absence of
empathic accuracy with systematic, analytic modes of thought. To
test whether this lay belief about the association between mode of
thought and empathic accuracy receives empirical support in ac-
tual behavior, we conducted three more studies.

Study 2

Method

Participants. A large community sample that consisted of
participants from several executive-education programs at Harvard
University (designed for senior-level professionals) participated as
part of a larger study at the Harvard Decision Science Laboratory
(HDSL) in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Program participants were
invited to complete a series of questionnaires in the HDSL. In
exchange for their participation, the volunteers received individu-
alized feedback about their responses after the study was over. The
sample consisted of international and U.S.-born participants (N �
72, 47 � male; Mage � 47.11, SDage � 7.81; 72% European
American, 14% African or African American, 6% Asian, 4% Latin
American, and 4% other). Sample size was determined based on
enrollment in Harvard’s Executive Education program. By study-
ing actual professionals and managers, we were able to test em-
pathic accuracy in an ecologically and externally valid way among
a group of people for whom empathic accuracy is crucial (e.g., in
negotiation outcomes—Elfenbein, Foo, White, Tan & Aik, 2007;
Galinsky, Maddux, Gilin & White, 2008; Neale & Bazerman,
1983, workplace satisfaction—Byron, 2007, and workplace per-
formance—Elfenbein & Ambady, 2002; Rosenthal, Hall, DiMat-
teo, Rogers & Archer, 1979).

Procedure. Following the procedures used by Kraus et al.
(2010), participants completed a mock interview as a measure of
empathic accuracy. Upon arrival at the lab, they were randomly
paired and assigned to the role of either the interviewer or inter-
viewee. Interviewers were instructed to ask their interviewee a
scripted set of three typical interview questions (e.g., “What is
your greatest strength and weakness?”). Pairs were given three
minutes to complete the mock interview. Next, participants com-
pleted two separate Positive and Negative Affect Schedules (PA-
NAS; Watson, Clark & Tellegen, 1988), one assessing their own

5 We also reran the logistic regression with gender as an additional factor
predicting individuals’ lay theories about empathic accuracy; no gender
differences emerged.
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emotions during the interview and one assessing what they per-
ceived their partner’s emotions to be during the interview; partic-
ipants rated how they felt, as well as how they thought their
partners felt, on 20 different mood items (e.g., interested, dis-
tressed, proud, nervous) on a scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 5
(extremely).

In addition, participants completed a three-item Cognitive Re-
flection Test (CRT; Frederick, 2005). All three items are math
problems with intuitively appealing but incorrect answers. For
example, the immediate, intuitive response to the question “A bat
and a ball cost $1.10 in total. The bat costs $1.00 more than the
ball. How much does the ball cost?” is $0.10; the correct answer is
actually $0.05. Choosing the immediate and reflexive, but incor-
rect, answer signals greater reliance on intuition and less reliance
on systematic thinking. Performance on the CRT has been reliably
associated with measures of self-reported cognitive style (e.g.,
Need for Cognition—Cacioppo & Petty, 1982) and judgment and
decision making (i.e., susceptibility to classic heuristics and bias-
es—Frederick, 2005; Toplak, West, & Stanovich, 2011).

Participants subsequently completed demographic questions
about their age, gender, education, and position at work.

Results and Discussion

Before the main analyses, empathic accuracy was calculated by
computing intraclass correlations between participants’ inferences
about their partner’s emotions and their partner’s own assessments
of their emotions (see Anderson, Keltner & John, 2003; Gonzalez
& Griffin, 1997).

A test of the main hypothesis revealed that CRT scores pre-
dicted empathic accuracy, with higher systematicity associated
with higher accuracy, � � .24, t(71) � 2.07, p � .042. Adding
demographic covariates (i.e., age and gender) did not change the
pattern of results: � � .25, t(69) � 2.04, p � .045; for complete
regression tables, see Table 2. We also tested for dependence in the
data (i.e., between interview role and accuracy) and did not find
any (p � .50).

To further assess the robustness of the relationship, we explored
the role of social power, an additional covariate that past studies
have shown to be a reliable predictor of empathic accuracy (e.g.,
Bombari, Schmid Mast, Brosch, & Sander, 2013; Côté et al.,
2011). We examined two different operationalizations of power:
structural power (i.e., whether participants were currently in a
leadership or managerial role at work) and situational power (i.e.,
the role they played during the interview—interviewer vs. inter-
viewee). Structural power was assessed with the question “Are you
responsible for managing others?” (yes/no); situational power was
assessed by asking participants to check whether they played the
interviewer or interviewee. Both operationalizations were self-
reported and coded dichotomously. The majority of participants
had structural power (89%); participants were evenly divided
between those who had situational power and those who did not
(i.e., half were interviewers and the other half were interviewees);
for full correlation matrix of the link between power and our other
variables of interest, see Table 1. Somewhat surprisingly, includ-
ing power as a covariate also did not change the relationship
between CRT responses and empathic accuracy; see Table 2 for
full regression tables. It may be that in this sample of executives,

the minor role assignment did not affect their underlying sense of
power.

For the sake of comparability with other studies of empathic
accuracy, we also recomputed accuracy scores by taking the ab-
solute difference between the participant’s rating of their partner’s
emotions on each of the PANAS items and the partner’s own
rating on the item, following procedures used by Côté et al. (2011),
Kraus et al. (2010), and Ma-Kellams and Blascovich (2012, 2012).
Scores across targets were averaged to yield an overall measure of
empathic accuracy for each participant, with lower scores reflect-
ing greater accuracy. The recomputation yielded the same pattern
of results: participants who scored higher on the CRT (i.e., those
who engaged in more systematic thinking) exhibited greater em-
pathic accuracy during the mock interview (i.e., lower absolute
differences between their assessment of their partners’ experiences
and their partners’ self-assessments), � � �.33, t(71) � 2.96, p �
.004. This relationship remained significant when we controlled
for gender, � � �.34, t(70) � 2.92, p � .005, as well as when
other demographic controls were added (i.e., age and education;
see Table 3), � � �.33, t(69) � 2.74, p � .008. Moreover, the
effect of greater systematic thinking on empathic accuracy was
robust both when structural power was controlled for, � � �.32,
t(70) � 2.77, p � .007, and when situational power was controlled
for, � � �.34, t(70) � 2.95, p � .004. For full regression tables
with absolute difference scores as the outcome of interest, see
Table 3.

Individuals who engaged in more systematic thinking, as re-
flected by their CRT performance, were more accurate at reading
their partner’s experience during a live mock interview, even when
controlling for demographic variables previously shown to be
linked to the CRT (Frederick, 2005), such as gender and education.
This relationship did not change when a factor previously shown to
be related to empathic accuracy (i.e., power, Bombari et al., 2013;
Côté et al., 2011) was taken into account.

Having established a connection between systematic thought
and empathic accuracy, we next wondered if the relationship is
context-dependent. One possibility is that systematic thinking may
improve empathic accuracy only during complex, dynamic inter-
actions—for example, the live, dyadic interviews conducted in
Study 2. Would systematic thinking also aid empathic accuracy in
reading static emotional cues? To answer this question, we con-

Table 1
Correlations Between CRT Performance, Empathic Accuracy
(EA) on Mock Interview (Absolute Difference Scores vs.
Intraclass Correlations), and Additional Variables (Study 2)

Variable 1 2 3 4 5

1. CRT–Correct responses —
2. EA–Absolute differences �.34�� —
3. EA Intraclass correlations .24� �.79�� —
4. Gender �.23� .045 �.10 —
5. Power (structural) �.20† .11 �.10 �.14 —

Note. CRT � Cognitive Reflection Test (Frederick, 2005). Absolute
differences � averaged absolute deviations from partner on the mock
interview task. For brevity, we include here only variables that are at least
marginally related to either CRT or empathic accuracy. Gender was coded
as 1 � female.
† p � .10. � p � .05. �� p � .01.
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ducted Study 3, using a different task—one that involved reading
static facial expressions rather than interacting with another in
conversation. We also sought to increase the stringency of Study 3
by adding an additional control variable: level of intelligence. We
chose intelligence because several studies have found that the CRT
is correlated with intelligence, suggesting that intelligence itself
could potentially drive the relationship between CRT and im-
proved empathic accuracy rather than mode of thought per se.

Study 3

Method

Participants. A different group of international and U.S.-born
participants from a different series of sessions of an executive-
education program at Harvard participated as part of a larger study
at the HDSL. Recruitment occurred under the same condition as
before (i.e., in Study 2). The sample consisted of 449 participants
(68% male; Mage � 47.01, SDage � 8.67) from European Amer-
ican cultural backgrounds (74%) and from numerous other cultures
(9% African or African American, 5% Latin American, 5% Asian,
and 7% other). Sample size was determined based on enrollment in
Harvard’s Executive Education program. Once more, this sample
of professionals and managers represented a highly ecologically
valid sample.6

Procedure. As a measure of empathic accuracy, we presented
participants with the “Reading the Mind in the Eyes Test” (RMET;
Baron-Cohen et al., 2001), which assesses the ability to recognize
complex mental states from limited facial cues. In each of 36 trials,
participants viewed a photograph of an individual’s eye region and
were asked which of four words (e.g., terrified, upset, arrogant, or
annoyed) best described the target’s current emotional state. Al-
though the “Reading the Mind in the Eyes” test stands as a
measure of consensus—namely, the correct answers reflect what a
group of observers agreed the people in the images were feeling,
rather than the targets’ self-assessments (Baron-Cohen et al.,
2001)—it has been widely used to measure empathic accuracy
(e.g., see Mascaro, Rilling, Tenzin Negi & Raison, 2013; Ronay &

Carney, 2013; Sherman, Lerner, Renshon, Ma-Kellams & Joel,
2015).

In addition, participants completed the same CRT measure used
in the previous study, answered demographic questions (e.g., age,
gender, educational attainment, English fluency—i.e., whether
they are a U.S. native), and completed a subset (n � 417) of the
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale, Third Edition (WAIS-III;
Wechsler, 1997). Because of omitted responses and the fact that
not all questions (i.e., the WAIS-III) were included in every
version of the survey, the numbers of responses vary by item.

Results and Discussion

Correct responses across the 36 trials in the empathic accuracy
task were summed to yield an overall measure of empathic accu-
racy; higher scores reflect greater accuracy. Likewise, responses
on the CRT were scored and summed, with higher scores reflecting
more correct answers or higher levels of systematic thinking.
Gender was coded dichotomously (women � 1 and men � 0).

As predicted, CRT performance predicted empathic accuracy on
the RMET, � � .12, t(447) � 2.49, p � .013. As Figure 1 shows,
systematic thinking is positively correlated with empathic accu-
racy; gains on CRT performance were accompanied by gains on
RMET accuracy. An ANOVA comparing empathic accuracy
among the four performance categories on the CRT (i.e., those
who scored 0, 1, 2, or 3 correct) revealed a significant effect on

6 To make maximal use of having a hard-to-access, international popu-
lation of executive-level professionals within the controlled environment of
a laboratory, multiple researchers inserted self-report measures into the
study protocol. These additional measures (inserted by multiple investiga-
tors to the master participant protocol from which Study 3 data were
drawn) include: Positive and Negative Affect Survey (PANAS; MacKin-
non et al., 1999); Emotion Regulation Questionnaire (ERQ; Gross & John,
2003); Emotion Regulation Self-Efficacy (ERQ-SE; Goldin et al., 2012);
Dispositional Anger Measure (Lerner & Tetlock, 1999); Spielberger Trait
Anxiety (STAI; Spielberger, 1983); Wais III Verbal/IQ (Wechsler, 1997);
Cognitive Reflection Test (Frederick, 2005); Numeracy (Peters et al.,
2006); Status ladder (Adler, Epel, Castellazzo, & Ickovics, 2000); Dispo-
sitional Power (Anderson, John, & Keltner, 2012).

Table 2
Systematic (vs. Intuitive) Thinking, as Measured by the CRT,
Predicts Intraclass Correlations Between Each Participant’s
Inferences About His/Her Partner’s Emotions and That
Partner’s Actual Self-Reported Emotions (Study 2)

Predictor � t value p value

CRT .24 2.07 .042
CRT � Age .26 2.18 .033
CRT � Gender .23 1.92 .059
CRT � Gender, age .25 2.04 .045
CRT � Age, education .24 2.04 .046
CRT � Age, education, gender .23 1.87 .066
CRT � Structural power .24 2.04 .045
CRT � Situational power .23 1.98 .052

Note. CRT � Cognitive Reflection Test (higher scores � higher syste-
maticity of thought); Gender is coded as 1 � female, 0 � male; Structural
power refers to number of subordinates a person oversees in his/her
workplace; Situational power refers to interviewer role (1 � interviewer,
0 � interviewee).

Table 3
Systematic (vs. Intuitive) Thinking, as Measured by the CRT,
Predicts Absolute Differences Between Each Participant’s
Inferences About His/Her Partner’s Emotions and That
Partner’s Actual Self-Reported Emotions (Study 2)

Predictor � t value p value

CRT �.33 2.96 .004
CRT � Age �.34 2.95 .004
CRT � Gender �.34 2.92 .005
CRT � Gender, age �.34 2.93 .005
CRT � Age, education �.32 2.79 .007
CRT � Age, education, gender �.33 2.74 .008
CRT � Structural power �.32 2.78 .007
CRT � Situational power �.34 2.95 .004

Note. CRT � Cognitive Reflection Test (higher scores � higher syste-
maticity of thought); Gender is coded as 1 � female, 0 � male; Structural
power refers to number of subordinates a person oversees in his/her
workplace; Situational power refers to interviewer role (1 � interviewer,
0 � interviewee).
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CRT performance, F(3, 445) � 2.77, p � .041. Subsequent Dun-
nett post hoc tests corrected for multiple comparisons revealed that
those who engaged in the most systematic thinking (i.e., those who
scored all three of the CRT items correctly, n � 45) were more
empathically accurate (M � 26.40, SD � 3.88) than those who
exhibited no systematic thinking (i.e., those who answered no CRT
items correctly, n � 208; M � 24.91, SD � 3.74): Mdiff � �1.49
(SE � 0.62), lower 95% CI � �2.92, upper 95% CI � �0.056,
p � .026, d � .39. A comparison between those who answered all
three CRT items correctly with those who answered one (n � 121,
M � 25.84, SD � 3.68) or two items correctly (n � 75, M �
25.53, SD � 4.11) did not reveal a significant difference (both
ps � .41; ds � .22), although the differences between the means
were in the same direction; see Figure 1.

The relationship between CRT responses and empathic accuracy
remained after controlling for gender, � � .13, t(445) � 2.82, p �
.005, despite the previously observed strong relationship between
gender and the CRT (Frederick, 2005), which also emerged here
(� � .13, t(445) � 2.69, p � .007); see Table 4. The effect also
remained when different demographic controls were added, � �
.10, t(434) � 2.11, p � .036 (i.e., age—� � �.05, t(434) � 1.05,
p � .29, and education—� � .08, t(434) � 1.62, p � .10). In
addition, we tested whether these effects held even when control-
ling for intelligence. Past studies have shown that intelligence
predicts performance on the ability to read emotions from facial
expressions and vocal tone (Realo et al., 2003); related studies
have shown similar effects of GPA (Ickes et al., 1990) and edu-
cation (Thomas et al., 1997). Furthermore, intelligence is associ-
ated with CRT performance, although the two are conceptually
distinct constructs that are only moderately correlated (Frederick,
2005; Obrecht, Chapman & Gelman, 2009). Given these relation-
ships, we reran the regression analyses with performance on the
Weschler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS-III, 1997) as an addi-
tional control. When WAIS scores and fluency were included
along with the other significant aforementioned covariate (gender),
CRT scores continued to significantly predict empathic accuracy,
� � .12, t(297) � 2.03, p � .043, as does WAIS (� � .16,
t(297) � 2.68, p � .008), and gender (� � .16, t(297) � 2.73, p �
.007); see Table 4.

The findings from Study 3 replicated those from Study 2.
Together, the findings from Studies 2 and 3 offered convergent

evidence for a robust relationship between systematic thinking and
empathic accuracy. However, both studies were correlational in
nature, and it remained unclear which underlying mechanism
accounted for the effects of systematic thinking on improving
empathic accuracy. To address these questions, we conducted
Study 4.

Study 4

Study 4 tests the causal relationship between systematic think-
ing and empathic accuracy. Here, we experimentally induced a
mindset that either favored systematic or intuitive thinking, and
subsequently tested its impact on empathic accuracy. We predicted
that, consistent with the previous individual difference findings,
those who engage in systematic thinking would be more accurate
at inferring emotions than those who engage in intuitive thinking.

Method

Participants. A new group of international and U.S.-born
participants from a different session of the executive-education
program at Harvard University participated as part of a larger
study at the HDSL. Recruitment and participation occurred under
the same conditions as before (i.e., in Studies 2 and 3) and likewise
reflected an ecologically valid sample. Those who did not pass
comprehension checks (i.e., six who failed to follow the directions)
were excluded to maximize the validity and generalizability of our
findings, leaving a final sample of 74 participants (54 � male;
Mage � 48.69, SDage � 7.28; 70% European American, 13%
Asian, 12% African or African American, 4% Latin American, 1%
other). As before, sample size was determined based on enrollment
in Harvard’s Executive Education program.

Procedure. Upon arrival at the lab, participants were ran-
domly assigned to one of the two experimental conditions, follow-
ing the procedures outlined by Shenhav, Rand, and Greene (2012).
In the intuitive-thinking condition, participants were asked to write
about a situation in which following their intuitions or first in-
stincts led them in the right direction and resulted in a positive
outcome. In the systematic-thinking condition, they were asked to
write about a situation in which carefully reasoning through a
situation led them in the right direction and resulted in a positive
outcome. In both conditions, participants were asked to write

Table 4
Linear Regression Results Reveal That Systematic (vs. Intuitive)
Thinking, as Measured by the CRT, Predicts Higher Scores on
the Reading the Mind in the Eyes Test (Study 3)

Predictor � t value p value

CRT .12 2.48 .013
CRT � Age .11 2.38 .018
CRT � Gender .13 2.82 .005
CRT � Gender, age .14 2.86 .004
CRT � Gender, intelligence, fluency .12 2.03 .043
CRT � Age, education .10 2.10 .036
CRT � Age, education, gender .13 2.59 .010

Note. CRT � Cognitive Reflection Test (higher scores � higher syste-
maticity of thought); Gender is coded as 1 � female, 0 � male; Intelli-
gence is measured by the WAIS-III; Education is measured by level of
educational attainment; Fluency is measured by U.S. native status.

Figure 1. The frequency of correct responses on the Cognitive Reflection
Test was positively correlated with performance on the “Reading the Mind
in the Eyes” task. See the online article for the color version of this figure.
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approximately 8 to 10 sentences and given three minutes to com-
plete the task. Participants then completed the same mock inter-
view exercise used in the previous study, followed by a demo-
graphics questionnaire. We predicted that the systematic-thinking
induction would lead to greater empathic accuracy on the mock
interview.

Results and Discussion

As a manipulation check, integrative complexity of the re-
sponses were computed to confirm that those in the systematic
thinking actually engaged in more critical and careful reasoning
compared to those in the intuitive condition. We chose this ma-
nipulation check because it allowed us to test the effectiveness of
the experimental induction with a measure that was not prone to
demand characteristics. As a dimension of information processing,
integrative complexity stands as a measure of the willingness and
ability to account for and integrate multiple competing perspec-
tives on the same issue (Suedfeld, Tetlock, & Streufert, 1992).
Two independent coders rated participants’ reflections for integra-
tive complexity, using a 1 (little or no integration) to 7 (high
integration) scale, following the guidelines outlined by Baker-
Brown et al. (1990). Scores of 1 reflect information that is pre-
sented unidimensionally, in an evaluatively consistent and value-
laden way—that is, little or no differentiation or integration,
whereas scores of 7 reflect systematic analyses of different prin-
ciples in a contextual and interactive manner; scores of 3 reflect
moderate to high differentiation but no integration, and scores of 5
reflect both differentiation and moderate integration (Baker-Brown
et al., 1990). Intercoder reliability was high (	 � .88), and an
independent samples t test revealed no differences in integrative
complexity between interviewers and interviewees (p � .20). As
expected, those in the systematic-thought condition exhibited
greater integrative complexity (M � 3.42, SD � 1.46) than those
in the intuitive-thought condition (M � 2.43, SD � 1.21), t(68) �
2.48, p � .003, d � .73.7

For the main analyses, empathic accuracy scores on the mock
interview were computed using the same procedure as before.
Once again, we also tested for dependence in the data and did not
find any (p � .93). Running the analyses using intraclass correla-
tion and difference scores yielded the same pattern of results (i.e.,
condition predicted empathic accuracy, with higher accuracy in the
systematic thinking condition: � � .23, t(73) � 2.02, p � .048 for
intraclass correlations and � � �.25, t(73) � 2.19, p � .032 for
difference scores). Those in the systematic thinking condition
exhibited higher correlations (M � .76, SD � .11) and lower
difference scores (M � 1.41, SD � 0.28) than those in the intuitive
thinking condition (M � .66, SD � .24 and M � 1.59, SD � 0.40
for correlations and difference scores, respectively).

General Discussion

Four studies examined the relationship between intuition and
individuals’ abilities to empathically infer others’ experiences. The
first study demonstrated that individuals hold a lay theory that the
best way to accurately infer another person’s thoughts and feelings
is intuitive rather than systematic. Three subsequent studies—
including midcareer executive-level professionals, old and young
individuals, U.S. citizens and international visitors—converged on

the conclusion that, contrary to this lay belief, systematic thinking,
as opposed to intuitive thinking, predicts empathic accuracy. Study
2 showed that those who exhibit more systematic and less intuitive
modes of thought are more likely to succeed at a naturalistic and
dynamic measure of empathic accuracy: the ability to detect a live
partner’s emotions during a mock interview. Study 3 replicated
these findings using a different measure of empathic accuracy—
namely, the ability to infer emotions and affect from limited facial
cues. Across both studies, these results remained robust even when
holding constant other predictors of intuitive versus systematic
thinking and empathic accuracy (e.g., gender, education, power,
etc.), suggesting that mode of thought itself drives the result.
Finally, Study 4 demonstrated a causal relationship between in-
duced intuitive versus systematic thinking and empathic accuracy:
those experimentally manipulated to be in a mindset favoring
systematic thought exhibited better empathic accuracy compared
with those induced to be in an intuitive mindset.

Importantly, three of the four studies presented here relied on
actual professionals and managers. By working with this sample,
we demonstrated these effects in an externally valid way. This
sample also represented a highly relevant group for which to test
empathic accuracy, given the importance of empathic accuracy for
a host of workplace outcomes, including negotiations (Elfenbein et
al., 2007; Galinsky et al., 2008; Neale & Bazerman, 1983), worker
satisfaction (Byron, 2007), and workplace performance (Elfenbein
& Ambady, 2002; Rosenthal et al., 1979).

These findings have important implications for practice, given
the breadth of interpersonal processes that empathic accuracy
implicates. Lay assumptions about what makes a good emotional
mind-reader diverge from the empirical evidence shown in the
present findings. Across very different contexts, from mock inter-
views to controlled environments where only limited facial cues
are available, an effortful mode of thought is associated with
empathic accuracy. Thus, the many settings in which the value of
intuition is extolled (e.g., job interviews) may need to be assessed
with a more nuanced perspective, if intuition in fact has limited
value in certain aspects of social interaction. On a larger scale, the
aforementioned U.S. federal programs designed to demonstrate the
value of intuition in national security settings may need to take a
moderated approach, in light of the present evidence.

The findings also hold implications and raise questions for
theory. From an evolutionary perspective, the observed relation-
ship between systematic thinking and empathic accuracy may
appear puzzling. Should not these empathic processes be automatic
for survival needs? The question can be answered by recognizing
that empathic accuracy involves both automatic and contextual
processes (Zaki, 2014), and that in modern society the process of
truly and accurately understanding another person’s feelings typ-
ically entails more elaborate and detailed efforts. Spontaneous
mental representations and attention to emotional cues are only the
first steps in a complex inferential process that includes attending
to online external cues, perspective-taking, and emotion regulation
(see Decety & Jackson, 2004, for review), none of which occur
reflexively or automatically but rather require substantive effort
and attention.

7 The analysis for integrative complexity has fewer degrees of freedom
because the responses of four participants were uncodeable/left blank.
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These arguments notwithstanding, the present findings likely
have boundary conditions. For example, there may be instances
where stereotypes about the target person’s role or group mem-
bership accurately reflect a genuine group characteristic; in such
instances, systematic thinking may not aid in empathic accuracy.
Existing research on “stereotype accuracy” has suggested that a
heuristic-style reliance on such preexisting mental representations
may facilitate accuracy in situations where the target behaves in a
stereotype-consistent manner (e.g., when inferring the experiences
of clinical patients, Gesn & Ickes, 1999; of spouses, Kilpatrick et
al., 2002; and of new mothers, Lewis, Hodges, Laurent, Srivastava,
& Biancarosa, 2012). The same benefits of intuitive thought may
hold when inferring the feelings of friends, as opposed to those of
strangers (Stinson & Ickes, 1992). Thus, in cases where (a) there
is a clear, valid, and relevant stereotype that can be applied, and (b)
the target acts in accordance with the stereotype, heuristically
relying on stereotypes, rather than engaging in systematic thought,
may promote increased levels of empathic accuracy.

In the present study, by contrast, emotional mind-reading oc-
curred in a relatively novel context with an unfamiliar target;
perceivers were assigned to read the emotions of strangers based
on either severely limited cues (i.e., photographed eyes in Study 3)
or in an unfamiliar laboratory setting (i.e., Studies 2 & 4). Thus, we
acknowledge that the present pattern of results may be applicable
primarily to settings where vast and valid preexisting information
about targets is not readily available.

Why do individuals believe that intuition improves empathic
accuracy? One possibility is that in much of everyday life, people
make inferences about targets for which they have access to a
broad array of preexisting information; in such situations, opting
for the intuitive and stereotypical default may prove to be a useful
strategy. At the same time, deficits in empathic accuracy occur
when individuals do not sufficiently and systematically adjust
from these intuition-based automatic responses when facing a
novel situation or target. Myriad examples of interpersonal mis-
understanding may reflect this failure to adjust one’s mode of
response.

Limitations

One limitation is that the present studies focused exclusively on
empathic accuracy in inferring others’ emotions and not on infer-
ring their thoughts. To our knowledge, no studies to date have
suggested that the process of inferring another person’s emotions
is distinct from the process of inferring another person’s thoughts.
Nevertheless, the question of whether our findings would extend to
situations where thoughts, and not feelings, are the primary unit of
analysis remains to be tested.

Another limitation is that one of the measures of empathic
accuracy used in this article is more accurately described as a
measure of perceptual consensus (i.e., the RMET) rather than a
measure of the degree to which a perceiver registers the same
emotions as the target. To establish the robustness of the effects
shown here, future studies can test other measures of empathic
accuracy and emotion recognition.

These limitations notwithstanding, it is important to note that
our findings contribute to, and are consistent with, a larger body of
work on the limitations of individuals’ understanding of their own
psychological processes. This notable feature of the human psyche

has been demonstrated in a number of phenomena, including the
introspection illusion (see Pronin, 2009 for review), affective
forecasting (see Wilson & Gilbert, 2005 for review), and lay
intuitions about happiness (e.g., see Killingsworth & Gilbert,
2010).

The fact that previous studies have found instances where lay
intuitions are invalid does not, however, negate the need for
subsequent studies on the topic of empathic accuracy. After all, lay
theories abound, and a number of them are correct and supported
by empirical research (e.g., Fletcher & Fitness, 1996; Furnham,
1988; Varnum, 2013). The fact that individuals hold an invalid lay
theory about a process as fundamental and mundane as everyday
mind-reading illuminates how and why human beings often fail to
understand one another.

Conclusion

In sum, the present studies offer convergent evidence for the
relationship between empathic accuracy and mode of thought.
Across multiple studies—both correlational and experimen-
tal—we consistently observed that engaging in systematic, as
opposed to intuitive, thinking is associated with increased accuracy
when reading the feelings of others. Taken as a whole, these
studies contribute to the literature on “everyday mind reading”
(Ickes, 2001) by elucidating a crucial cognitive mechanism that
runs counter to conventional wisdom.
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